• 4 yellow highlighters
• 12 #2 pencils (Ticonderoga brand) and 4 white bar erasers
• 4 LARGE Elmer's glue sticks
• 3 plastic pocket folders with 3-hole punch with brads (1 red, 1 blue, 1 yellow) 1 plastic pencil box to hold supplies in desk
• 1 standard sized backpack for notebooks, lunchbox, and snack box
  1 lunchbox for daily lunches if not participating in school lunch
• 1 small refillable water bottle labeled with child's name
• 1 composition notebook (lined with photo space)
• 1 Sunshine Cottage field trip t-shirt (purchase at front desk) 1 drawstring backpack for field trips
• *2 boxes of erasable Crayola colored pencils (Other brands do not hold up as long/well)
• *2 boxes of Crayola crayons (24 ct.) (Other brands do not hold up as long/well)
• *2 packages of ultra fine tip (not chisel tip) black expo markers
• *2 pair of Fiskars scissors

  * The request for 2 is because this item will/may need to be replenished in January.

PLEASE ENSURE YOUR CHILD HAS A DEDICATED QUIET SPACE FOR HOMEWORK & READING

Optional Supplies:
• Addition and subtraction flash cards to be reviewed and kept at home. These can be purchased from the dollar store. Telling time as well as money flash cards are also often available.
• counters
• analog clock

For DHH students:
• 3 sweatbands
• extra batteries-kept at school or in child's backpack
• **If you need assistance with purchasing supplies, please contact your teacher.
**SCHOOL SUPPLIES**

**2nd Grade**

- 2- **heavy duty plastic** folder with prongs (any color)
- 1 – large school box 11” x 7” or 12” x 5” *(not the small one)*
- 2 - pairs of student scissors
- 1 - box of colored pencils
- 1 - box of crayons (24 count)
- 1 - box of 12-count markers
- 12 - #2 pencils (preferably Ticonderoga brand)
- 6 - white bar erasers NOT pink
- 2- scotch tapes
- 2- package of post-its (3/pack)
- 3- packages of white, line-ruled flashcards
- package of ballpoint pens (bright colors; **avoid** gel pens)
- 2 - highlighters
- ruler (with inches and centimeters)
- 8 - glue sticks
- 2 - packages of wide ruled paper
- zippered, 3-hole punched pencil pouches
- 12 wide ruled single subject notebooks (70 count at least)
- 2 blue (Math)
- 2 red (Reading)
- 2 yellow (Social Studies)
- 2 green (Science)
- 2 black (Working with Words)
- 2 sharpeners for individual use
- 2 Expo dry erasers

*Please do **NOT** label any of the supplies!*

For DHH students:
Extra batteries (always)
headbands or EarGear

For Daily Use:
a refillable water bottles
snack box/snack bag

For Field Trips:
school assigned shirt
sac bag
3rd Grade

- 1 box of crayons (24 count)
- 1 box of 12-count markers
- 1 ruler (with inches and centimeters)
- 6 white bar erasers
- 1 package of 4 blue or black ballpoint pens (erasable)
- 1 package of 4 red ballpoint pens (erasable is optional)
- 4 highlighters
- 3 large glue sticks
- 2 plastic hole-punched folders
- Spiral notebook 200 pg. count (wide-ruled)
  - 2 blue (Math)
  - 1 black (Word Wall/Wordly Wise)
  - 1 green (Science)
  - 1 purple (Social Studies)
- 2 one inch three ring binder (solid color)
- 1 package of notebook paper (200 ct. wide-ruled)
- 1 package (8) dividers with tabs
- Package of post-its (3/pack)
- 1 box of 12 #2 pencils (preferably Ticonderoga brand)

For DHH students:
extra batteries (always)
headbands or EarGear to use during P.E. and Recess

For Daily Use:
a refillable water bottle
snack box/snack bag
**4th Grade**

- 1 - pair of scissors
- 1 - ruler (with inches and centimeters)
- 1 - clip board
- 1 - pencil pouch or small supply box
- 1 - package of Crayola colored pencils (twistable preferred) (12 pk)
- 1 - package of Crayons (24 count)

**The following supplies will be community use. Please do not label with your child’s name or invest in an expensive version:**

- 1 - black or red spiral for writing (70-page count)
- 1 - graph ruled spiral or composition book for math (80-page count)
- 1 - (2) inch 3 ring binder for ELAR
- 1 - package (200 ct. wide-ruled) notebook paper
- 2 - packages post-it notes any color
- 2 - plastic hole- punched folders with pockets (one blue and one green)
- 24 - Ticonderoga # 2 pencils
- 2 - packages of white bar erasers
- 2 - highlighters (yellow/gel preferred)
- 1 - package of 4 blue or black ballpoint pens (erasable preferred)
- 1 - package of 4 red ball point pens (erasable preferred)

For all students who are D/HH: Extra batteries *every day*; Either Ear Gear or a headband for P.E./Recess. All students: Drawstring backpack and Sunshine Cottage t-shirt for field trips.
• Blue plastic/poly folder with prongs
• Yellow plastic/poly folder with prong
• Green plastic/poly folder with prongs
• Pack of highlighters
• Pack of pencils
• Pack of large white erasers
• A bottle of white Elmer’s glue
• Pack of large Elmers glue sticks
• Fiskars scissors
• Crayola 24 count crayons
• Crayola washable markers
• Crayola 24-count colored pencils
• Crayola watercolors
• Water bottle
• Hard pencil box
• Sunshine Cottage T-shirt
• Pack of white T-shirts (1 size larger than child’s current size)
Pre-Kinder

- 1 binder (3 ring) 1 inch in size with a clear sleeve on the front for “homework”
- 1 binder (3 ring) 2 inch in size with a clear sleeve on the front for “portfolio”
- *2 BLUE spiral notebooks (70 pages – wide ruled – not perforated)
- *2 sets of Crayola watercolors (paints)
- *6 LARGE (.7 oz) glue sticks
- *2 bottles of Elmer’s Glue (4 oz. size)
- 1 pair of child size scissors
- 2 plastic school supply boxes that open from the top (1 is used for supplies and 1 for snack box)
- 1 box of Crayola colored pencils – 12 in a package
- *2 packs of Crayola markers (Primary colors) – Please choose markers that have the color on the tube
- *2 packs of 8 count “regular size” crayons (NO JUMBO CRAYONS)
- 1 full change of clothing in case of accidents or spills (a pair of shoes and socks included)
- 1 rolling backpack large enough to hold notebooks, lunchbox and snack
- 1 lunchbox for the daily packed cold lunch if not participating in school lunch
- 1 small reusable water bottle- labeled with “child’s name”
- Nap materials (all labeled):
  1 small pillow, small blanket, and quad folding Kindermat with 1 inch thickness 
  (20” x 46” folds to 20” x 11”)
  OR 1 roll-up child-size sleeping mat

For our deaf and hard of hearing children also include the following:
- Students with hearing aids: 2 packs of extra batteries labeled
- Students with Cochlear Implants: 2 rechargeable or disposable battery stackers labeled
- All DHH students will receive a pouch from the audiology department at the beginning of the school year to keep their batteries in the backpack.

*Multiple items are requested in order to replenish for the second semester. Parents have the option to purchase all multiple items at the beginning of the school year or replenish in January.
Pre-School

- 1 spiral notebook: 70 pages—wide ruled (any color)
- 1 (3 ring) binder 1 inch in size with a clear sleeve on the front
- 1 set of plastic dividers with pockets (5-8 tabs)
- 4 bottles of Elmer's glue (4 oz each) *
- 1 pack of large (.7 oz.) Elmer’s purple glue sticks (6-8 total) *
- 1 standard size backpack on wheels
- 1 lunchbox
- 1 small blanket and small pillow for napping with 1 (1 inch) tri/quad fold napping mat OR a roll-up nap mat with pillow
- 1 set of Broad Tip Crayola Washable Markers (primary colors) *
- 1 box of Crayola crayons
- 1 set washable watercolors *
- 1 pair of child scissors (broad/round tip)
- 1 plastic pencil box
- 2 changes of clothing, to include weather appropriate tops & bottoms, 2 underwear, 2 pairs of socks, and a pair of shoes (Used for accidents and spills. Please label all clothing items with your child’s name) *
- 1 Sunshine Cottage t-shirt for fieldtrips (purchase at front desk)

In Addition, deaf and hard-of-hearing children need the following items:
- 2 set of batteries (appropriate for your child’s equipment) *
- 1 additional 3-ring binder with 5+ dividers

*Items may need to be replenished throughout the year